
Happo Giri 
 
 

 
The first basic weapons kata encountered by most students is Happo Giri, meaning the 
“Eight-Circles Cut”. The kata is short, comprising of nine movements in all and, as the name 
suggests, eight cuts with the bokken.  
 
Understanding and knowledge of Happo Giri Ichi is a prerequisite requirement for any student 
wishing to progress to 5th Kyu (yellow belt) and beyond. All other are a requirement for 4th Kyu 
(orange belt) and beyond. 
 
Although the basic premise of the Kata is simple and stems from Ichi no Suburi, it does have 
numerous variations which can be incorporated into its movements by making use of the 
basic Suburi to add to and enhance the existing basic Kata. When performing variations on 
the basic Suburi, the simple cut from First Suburi is replaced with the cutting movements from 
other Suburi. From the list below you will find the naming conventions used for each, and the 
related movements from each Suburi to be incorporated into the variant Kata, these are: 
 
Happo Giri Shodan  - Movements from First Suburi 
Happo Giri Yondan  - Movements from Fourth Suburi 
Happo Giri Godan  - Movements from Fifth Suburi 
Happo Giri Rokudan  - Movements from Sixth Suburi 
Happo Giri Nanadan  - Movements from Seventh Suburi 
 
 
 

Happo Giri no Kata 
 

(8 Circle Cut Kata) 

 
(All movement begins here with the initial cut taking place at a North position)  

 
1. From Migi Seigan no Kamae, raise the Ken and cut down Shomen Uchi (North). 

 

2. Raise the ken and pivot behind (South) into Hidari Gamae and cut down Shomen 
Uchi 

 

3. Raise the ken and pivot 270 degrees clockwise (East) into Migi Gamae and cut down 
Shomen Uchi. 

 

4. Raise the ken and pivot behind (West) into Hidari Gamae and cut down Shomen 
Uchi. 

 

5. Raise the ken and pivot 295 degrees clockwise (South-West) into Migi Gamae and 
cut down Shomen Uchi. 

 

6. Raise the ken and pivot behind (North-East) into Hidari Gamae and cut down 
Shomen Uchi. 
 

7. Raise the ken and pivot 270 degrees clockwise (North-West) into Migi Gamae and 
cut down Shomen Uchi. 

 
 

8. Raise the ken and pivot behind (South-East) into Hidari Gamae and cut down 
Shomen Uchi. 
 

9. Raise the ken and pivot 225 degrees clockwise (North) into Migi Gamae and cut 
down Shomen Uchi back to starting position. 

 


